Vertical Auger Bagging System

Slidell 3110 PowderPacker Pro

Key Features
■ Totally automatic from start to finish with the push
of a button
■ Complete bag-top control offers consistency and
flexibility to run variable length bags
■ Better lift assembly design reduces maintenance
■ New bag guides for smoother delivery

■ Improved counterweight design for better balanced
top drive
■ Rugged design minimizes vibration and increases
accuracy

Vertical Auger Bagging System

Slidell 3110 PowderPacker Pro
Thiele’s Slidell 3110 PowderPacker Pro uses a time-tested quality design and
enhances it with the latest in design and technology. This completely automated
packaging system offers virtually dust-free bagging for most difficult to handle
powders, particularly titanium dioxide, resins and pigments.
Acquired by Thiele in 2006, Slidell produced bagging equipment for many
challenging powder applications. Capitalizing on excellent design, we’ve added
updates to make a great machine even better.
The PowderPack Pro uses a vertical auger system to maintain constant bag top
control, from bag pick up through sealing, while offering the ultimate in dust control.
This bagging system perfectly handles pinch bottom, open mouth and recyclable
plastic bags.

Features and Benefits


Fully automatic - bag placing, feeding, bag top registration, bag opening,
weighing and bag closing - from start to finish, accomplished with the press of a
button

New bag guides for smoother delivery

Improved counterweight design for better balanced top drive

Total bag top control offers consistency and allows the flexibility to run variable
length bags

Two-stage, variable speed vertical auger feed system virtually eliminates dust

Bottom-up auger filling eliminates bag deflation and flattening

Innovative augers and agitator offer better compression - saving money by using
smaller bags that handle better during palletizing

Extremely rugged and robust design minimizes vibration and increases accuracy

Updated user-friendly touchscreen and Allen-Bradley controls make operation
easy, minimizing learning time and operator error

Bag top registration

All sales are subject to our prevailing terms and conditions. Illustrations and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Machines shown without guards are for illustrative purposes only. Guards are supplied and must be in place before operation.
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